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What is, for psychoanalysis,  in 1975, a subject ? Such is the question asked by Jacques Lacan at the 
opening of his weekly  “seminar,” a question to  which for a year, 1975-1976, that is to say for ten 
one and a half hour sessions, he will  attempt to give an answer. 

But did he give an answer? To find this out, the best is obviously to return to the last years of his 
seminar. Unfortunately, the published version of these sessions—edited by Jaxques-Alain Miller in 
2005—stops with the twenty third volume of the collection, Le Séminaire, livre XXIII, Le Sinthome (Le 
Seuil, Paris), representing Lacan’s teaching for the academic year 1975-1976.  

Not so unfortunately; however, we have there an extremely interesting title, Le Sinthome, and I have 
no hesitation in proposing that it represents the very center, the heart of Lacan’s preoccupation just 
a few years before his death, in 1981. The sinthom—sinthome in French (the spelling is important)---
is a deliberate construction where “symptom” can of course be read but which maintains a 
difference, and it is this difference, as we shall see in the end, that stands as the best lead we have at 
the beginning of our own quest.  

Before getting to the sinthom, however, let us turn to where it all began, I mean to the first few 
words of the first lesson in the twenty-third volume of Le Séminaire : 

          Sinthome est une façon ancienne d’écrire ce qui a ultérieurement été écrit symptôme. (p.11)   

                      (Sinthom is an ancient way of writing what was later spelt symptom.) 

Bit we needn’t believe everything that is said. Freud and Lacan have taught us this and Lacan has 
added a nice pun to it : ”Ce qu’on dit ment,” pronouced in French as condiment. That there is more in 
the “sinthom” than simply a symptom—as I will show—constitutes in fact the main line of Lacan’s 
demonsration throughout Seminar XXIII. 

Enters here le nœud borroméen, the borromean knot, a fascinating construction, in fact a structure, 
which Lacan uses to illustrate his theory and define as clearly as possible the nature or identity of his 
three major concepts : l’Imagnaire, le Symbolique and le Réel , Imaginary, Symbolic and  Real. As 
everybody probably knows, this borromean knot if made of three rings, anneaux, cercles, tied 
together, interlaced in such a way that if one cuts loose one of the rings the whole construction falls 
apart, each circle becoming free. This structure is a representation of the three instances which, for 
psychoanalysis, make up our mental apparatus. 
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It all began, of course, with the original Freudian model : Cs/Ucs, what is conscious and what is not.  
And we remember that Freud completed this first construction with his second topology : Ego, 
Suprego and Id, where here, too, we can find a representation of three distinct areas or domains, 
concepts if one wishes, making up the said mental apparatus. Let us say, for the time being and in 
order not to embark on a somewhat complex discussion, that both structures, the freudian and the 
lacanian, do represent our mental apparatus, but from a different angle. Both are useful—and the 
concept of superego is of course fundamental— but constitute two different qpproaches, and this is 
where the lacanian Imaginaire—rather related to “image”than to “imagination ”--finds all its 
usefulness in the way it stresses the deceptive nature of the Ego. This was in fact one the strong 
points of the well-know Discours de Rome in 1953.  

Here is how we can try to articulate the two models: 

 

                                              Cs                                                     Ucs 

                                                                                                   Supergo 

                                                       Ego                      

                                                                                                       Id 

                                                                                  

                                                                        

                                                                                    

As we can see, the three rings that represent the three lacanian concepts, I, S, R, can also be shown 
as in a chain--a term Lacan often uses to complete his boromean knot and to insist on the 
interrelation between the three instances—which considerably enriches Freud’s second topology 
without contradicting it. As for the Ego, my diagram clearly places it in a conscious “area”and points 
out, as I have just remarked, how it proceeds more from “image”than from ”imagination”as one may 
have been tempted to think. In linking  this first ring, that of the Imaginaire, to that of the Symbolic, I 
deprive it of any possible autonomy. Already, as we can see, the choice of the borromean knot as a 
model for psychoanalysis was a way to stress the radicality of the freudian discovery. 

This “knot” is of course a metaphor, a pictorial illustration of the lacanian model which insists among 
other things on the way the three rings (concepts) are attached to one another, and I cannot find  a 
better description of this function than the definition of the word “link” which I find in my Concise 
Oxford Dictionary: “One ring or loop of chain[…].” Here, we have the  rings or loops attached as in a 
chain—Lacan often insists on this--each with a specific function, but attached to the other two.  

I have already mentioned the deceptive nature of the “Imaginary,“ which Lacan first started with in 
his research on the “Mirror stage”: just an image, then, “a sensuous perception […] involving a false 
belief,” as the Concise Oxford again says. An illusion, but an illusion that we need in order to ensure 
each of us that we do exist. The explanation in my french dictionary  is quite clear: “Consistance, 
state of a body as far as its solidity is concerned, the cohesion of its various parts,” flesh and bones, 
then,  in three words. The O.E.D. has “consistence,” and it’s the same thing: “Degree of density […] 
firmness, solidity,” and for Lacan also the meaning is the same: “[…] it means what holds together [ça 
veut dire ce qui tient ensemble], and this is why he considers what he calls the Imaginary “a surface” 

Real Symbolic Imaginary 
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pages 65 and 68). This is indeed where Descartes comes in (and out !), and it is not too difficult to 
paraphrase his pre-freudian “Je pense donc je suis” into “I see myself ( for instance in a mirror or in 
the calm water of a lake), therefore I am.” But is it I that I see or me ? Yes, it is as simple as that, and  
with Freud we have learnt that “me” is not “I.” Naturally, this (mirror) stage is essential to the stable 
balance of each of us and this is what Lacan means when he speaks of “consistance,” but passed this 
function, what remains is the illusion I have just mentioned. Indeed,“Me” is an object and that is alll 
there is to it ! We may regret the end of the Cartesian age, and we do, but if we want to learn more 
about what a Subject is, we must must look elsewhere. Besides, as the “knot” implies and illustrates, 
the Imaginary is attached—with what force? this is another question—attached to the Symbolic and 
in a word is not free.  

What comes next, then, in the Lacanian knot, is the Symbolic—and here I am interpreting—the 
central ring, the circle that describes or rather symbolizes the area which constitutes the essential 
part of Freud’s fundamental discovery: there is in the human mind a dimension that is not directly 
accessible to consciousness. Dreams have a signification, and so have slips of the tongue  or “actes 
manqués.” Only through analysis—psychoanalysis, a long and difficult process--can we construct a 
representation—which shall remain a representation—of the laws which organize our destinies, an 
hypothesis on the way our mental life functions.  Should we, hopefully and if only slightly, manage to 
alter the course of our lives—should this, of course, have proved necessary—then the hypothesis, 
the interpratation, was correct. But what is certain, in any case, is that Freud’s revolutionary 
discovery marks the end of the age of Descartes. 

We all know this, of course, simply with more or less willingness to accept it. 

Next, then, we have the third ring (I shall return to the Symbolic in a moment), the one that 
represents what Lacan calls the Real, le Réel. An area, a concept, which  has nothing to do with 
reality, the reality perceived thanks to our five senses. This specified, I must show more prudence, for 
it may have been hasty to  use the word “concept”here. Indeed, the notion constitutes a  less solid  
representation than the two we have so far examined, Imaginary and Symbolic, and it is safer, I think,  
to return to these two before going any further.  

About the Imaginary, I take it, there is not much to add, which leaves me with the Symbolic before I 
can form a definite opinion touching Lacan’s Real. 

My reason for proceeding thus is that concerning  the knot with three rings we are confronted with 
an unsuspected difficulty. And this as early as the very first lecture, or chapter, of the volume : “De 
l’usage logique du sinthome,”  “of the logical use of the sinthom.”  Indeed, what is already suggested 
by Lacan is that there may exist a fourth ring which he seems to think necessary to ensure the 
coherence and solidity of the whole structure (page 20). Although already linked to one another in 
the original model, they are nevertheless said here  to be separated from one another, “séparés les 
uns des autres” . . .but with the possibility however to be attached to one another: 

          Vous avez la possibilité de les lier [link]. Par quoi ? Par le sinthome, quatrième?  (20)  

It all seems, then, as if Lacan  were not entirely satisfied with the knot “of three.” Forgetting, or 
seeming to forget, that one of the essential characteristics of the original knot is that it is formed 
with three rings already solidly attached to one another, he advances the possibility –and this, in fact, 
will worry him all his lifetime—the possibility that there exists another form of borromean knot, a 
form with four rings, the function of wihch is to fasten definitively the whole construction. 
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As I shall try to show, this strange—yes, as “strange” as the notion of “uncanny” implies—this 
strange addition is far from meaningless and indeed not only represents what Lacan said he was 
looking for in 1975, but also the general direction psychoanalytical research should follow after him, 
“something" he must vaguely have had in mind, at least in his last years. In the end, the Twenty-third 
volume of Le Séminaire is  the story of his searh for a mysterious entity which could account for our 
behavior and for our discourse, something, as we are going to see, expressed and at the same time 
concealed. And it is precisely because this entity is only metaphorically represented, portée et 
masquée, that it is so difficult to identify it. There lies the very heart of Freud’s discovery : our 
dreams have a meaning. And now, however difficult our task, with Lacan’s return to Freud, we a have 
an idea, a word : “sinthom,” and it could be sufficient to delineate our own further research.   

No wonder then that preparing the present essay, the first idea that came to my mind  for a title  
was ”From three to four…and then from four to two.” We can keep this as a subtitle, and I hope this 
first half of my demonstration  is clear, “from  three to four.” Having described a construction which 
insists on the link attaching three major concepts, Lacan adds a fourth mysterious entity,  the 
sinthom, and clealy places it within the Symbolic as can be seen in one of the first drawings of the 
volume, page 20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Later on, page 94, he will explain all this : 

          […] if the Symbolic  frees itself [se libère], we have a way to repair [réparer] this. And it is to do  
what, for the first time,  

          I have defined as the sinthom. It is something which enables the Symbolic, the Imaginaire and 
the Real to hold together […] (94) 

Leaving the original klnot with its three rings, he proceeds to open  (he says “distend,”   in French,  
which  is  not so far from the english “distend”and which we can also read as “opens” or “splits,”   as I 
am going to show), to open  one of the three rings, splits it into two halfes, and at the end of the 
operation, which has all the aspects of an analysis, confronts us with four rings  (anneaux) and with 
two knots, one of three  and one of four circles.  
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A careful study of of Lacan’s  discourse, here, would easily show his interest in duality, as for instance 
in : 

             It is not possible to discern the duplicity of the borromean knot, which is not a knot but a 
chain, 

             I mean conclude  that there are two of them  if we do not colour the different circles or string 
rings […]     

             (On ne peut repérer la duplicité du nœud borroméen, lequel n’est pas un nœud mais une 
chaîne, je veux dire 

             repérer qu’il y en a deux, qu’à ce que les cercles, les ronds de ficelle soient coloriés […] ) (75)    

He said  “duplicité,”   but duality is not far, and indeed the word “deux,”   two , appears a great many 
times in Le Sinthom and this deserves analysis. In a way, the interpretation of Lacan’s 
“deux”constitutes the first step of this interpretation.    

                                                                                              

                                                                                              II 

 

We can now erxamine Lacan’s other knot,  the one with four rings, and in  particular  the  drawings 
with which he illustrates his hypothesis about the existence of a second knot, pages 20, 62 and 94 of 
Le Séminaire XXIII.  

If we look at the  first illustration of  the “nœud à quatre” we cannot help noticing that the 
hypothetical new ring considerably privileges the red ring of the central figure, that of the Symbolic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Placing the Symbolic in a chain, as it were, he gives it the middle place, and the way it is attached 
makes it seem as if more central than  the other two I think. This is the reason why, above,  I 
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interpreted this  as a splitting  of the Symbolic, pointing out Lacan’s verb “distend” which I read as 
the sign of a division of the Symbolic into two parts. 

 

 

 

   

 

                                                                                                       

 

                                                                                                          Symptôme                                            sinthome 

 

 

We are no longer in the knot proper now, but only in a part of it. Indeed, the discussion now bears on 
the nature of the Symbolic, an instance made of the symptom and of the sinthom. “Symptom” is 
plain enough and we know what it means, but “sinthom,”   as I have alkready hinted, is far more 
mysterious. In fact, the notion will remain strange and complex to the end and nowhere receive a 
clear definition in Seminar XXIII, as if Lacan had deemed it too personal an issue to give it a universal 
explanation : it is the heart of the “Subject" of each Subject, and only "him” or “her” can decide.  

But this is not the end of our search and in this issue Lacan’s discourse can be a great help to us. He 
may have been silent at times or, rather, express himself like a poet who “says what he says” and no 
more, as T. S Eliot once remarked, but words, la parole, can be interpreted.  

If we go back for a second to the knot with four rings and, more specifically, to what, in the drawing, I 
called the second half of the Symbolic , the area, shall we say, devoted to the sinthom, it seeems an 
interpretation is possible. For indeed, “symptoms” can be understood as effects while “the sinthom,”   
then,  simply  stands for a representation of  causes. I hope it is clear that by “causes” I mean 
determinations , and determinations of the Subject. 

 

The sinthome 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I R 
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The shift from the knot with four rings to the figure with two coloured circles crossed with lines can 
now be understood . We are no longer in the knot, as I have just remarked, but only “in a part” of it. I 
take the two red circles as representations of causes, that is to say, let us be plain, as representations  
of the determinations that made the (unconscious) Subject what she or he is.  

Why are there two circles within one part of the Symbolic, the “half” called sinthom ?   Knowing what 
Lacan said in the last lessons of his seminar it is not too difficult to decide that he was thinking of the 
Subject’s first, earliest, determination. What I take the two new red circles to represent is  of course 
the presence of the first two determinants without whom there would be no Subject, I mean no 
child. If, for clarity’s sake, we want to remain with  the borromean knot but limit our observation to 
the Sinthom half of the Symbolic, we shall say that the two new red circles represent the infant’s 
parents, even before he or she was born. I know all this may seem too simple, but we must never 
forget what we learnt from Freud : what is unconscious in each of us as Subjects also applies to our 
parents. “Le désir de l’Autre,”   although always poetically and obscurely  alluded to, is nothing else, 
and  if it can now be approached, the result of our analyses will always be hypothetical. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

We can now understand why Lacan so carefully oriented both circles, sexual difference could not be 
forgotten. Except that what we call sexual difference is not entirely a matter of anatomy and Lacan, 
very bravely in 1975, insisted on this, explaning that the sexual identity of a Subject cannot be 
reduced to anatomy. What is implied here indeed, is that the sexual identity of a given Subject is 
determined by something  other than anatomy or, if we prefer, is not determined by anatomy only. 
All this because of the presence of unconscious desire in us, parents and all.    

Thus do I read the lacanian “Sinthom”: the sum of the  determinations that make a Subject. Naturally 
the parents are not the only determinants of this Subject and we know that a child will make a great 
many encounters or “causes” that will also shape his or her life. Simply, parents came first. This  also  
is illustrated by Lacan in the second part of Seminar XXIII and I shall mention it as a concluding point. 
For two terms in Lacan’s pictorial demonstration deserve an extra commentary (although this given 
drawing is exolicit enough): I am speaking of the illustration of the circle and of the straight line and 
particularly of their “relationship,” one receiving the other or, if one wishes, one penetrating the 
other.  To me, this is  obviously  a representation of the primal scene, that is to say a representation 
of the conception of life, the scene where the Subject began. 
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